Study Guide – Chapter 12

Vocabulary - Matching

Kana
Pagodas
Tsunamis
Paddies
Marco Polo
Celadon
Genghis Khan
Dowry
Archipelago
Hangul

Multiple Choice

Results of land reform during Tang dynasty
Class structure in Chinese society
Characteristics of Mongol rule in China
Which country strongly influence Korea?
Characteristics of the rule of the Tokugawa shoguns
How did India influence the Khmer Empire?
Weapons of the Mongols
Results of Mongol rule in China
How did Ming rulers try to reform government?
Why did the Chinese economy expand under the Song dynasty?
What geographic feature influenced the development of Japan?
What was the role of the emperor in Japanese society?
Characteristics of the Japanese Heian period
How did Indian culture first reach Southeast Asia?
What is depicted in the carvings at Angkor Wat?

Short Answer

1. Document Based Question
2. Tang rulers
3. Contrast foreign influence on the Khmer Empire and Vietnam.
4. How did Japan learn about China through Korea? To what extent did the Japanese embrace Chinese culture?
5. Major achievements of the Korean dynasties we studied.